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Pleasure, Responsibility and the Ideated Author in Virtual-World Gaming 

Adrian Mallon 
  
Abstract 
This paper explores how notions of authorial presence can affect players’ experiences of virtual-world 
games. The paper presents a reflective rather than a summative analysis of issues such as authorial presence 
and style, but has practical implications for present VR game-design and in demarcating future research 
pathways. It focuses on recent action-adventure entertainment games (those published in the last eighteen-
month period) in the digital-realist tradition to illustrate how new opportunities for extending the dramatic 
possibilities of immersive gaming extend computer-interactive gaming as a commercial art-form. It explores 
some of the implications of those trends for the player-reader in terms of consumer satisfaction in the wider 
context of an area where art and market interests intertwine. Short high-definition video extracts from the 
following titles will be used to illustrate points:  Assassin’s Creed [A], Call of Duty IV [C],  Elder Scrolls IV: 
Oblivion [E], Heavenly Sword [H], Okami [O], Resistance: Fall of Man [R], Uncharted: Drake’s Fortune 
[U]. 

Keywords: video games, virtual reality, aesthetics, Reader Response Theory, commercialism. 

Introduction 

"We have no idea yet how people ‘read’ video games, what meanings they make from them." (Gee, 
2003) 
At ISAGA, we seldom look at commercial entertainment games, preferring to concentrate on what 
we distinguish as “serious” games. However, something special is happening in entertainment 
games that, if you do not play them, you will not be aware of: games aspiring to visual realism are 
attaining a level of serious beauty and seriously expressive artfulness.  
Distinguishable from graphically stylish games such as 
Okami [O], games in this digital-realist tradition, 
however, still exhibit painterly qualities (in 
representations of texture and light) sufficient to draw 
attention to particular authors' styles. The medium is at a 
significant moment of development, with exciting content-
rich products emerging alongside others with more limited 
play at the same price point. This paper posits that how we 
“read” video games, how we respond to "style", and how 
we measure pleasure and worth is affected by a virtual 
relationship between game-authors and players. Here “author” refers to all design,  
writing and production-team members with creative input. In the design of interactive computer-
based gaming and learning environments, this notional aspect of the user’s experience has a subtle 
but significant bearing on user engagement, and consequently on product effectiveness. This 
notional relationship hinges on the player’s sense of authorial presence,—referred to, also, as 
‘voice’, which the player ‘hears’ and uses to form a mental image of the author. This experience has 
practical implications for present Virtual Reality (VR) game-design and in demarcating future 
research pathways, and represents also an interpersonal and not purely-subjective phenomenon. 
Considering the relationship with an ideated author allows us to grasp sources of pleasure in gaming 
and to trace responsibilities for disruption. The paper also addresses how the author-player 
relationship is blurring and expanding in interesting ways.  

Authorial presence or ‘voice’ in traditional arts media and some Internet complications 
We understand the phrase ‘authorial presence’ more when discussing traditional media, but even 
there the impression is not altogether a clear one. Nevertheless, modern-media audiences are 
sophisticated and adept at recognizing the signs of an author’s handicraft. Authors, too, are equally 

Illustration 1. Okami [O] 
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adept at anticipating our readings, seeking to play us along by challenging our expectations or 
introducing unfamiliar possibilities. 
The fact that authoring and audience reception usually take place after a significant time interval 
may stretch our idea of a relationship between author and audience. However, in the authoring 
process, authors are engaged with a notional model of an audience, with the author role-playing as 
his own reader. Equally, during reception, the audience constructs a model, or mental image, to 
form a sense of the author (in an Aristotelian sense, the work’s ethos),—something upon which to 
judge whether they actually want to listen, watch or engage.  We have here a “virtual relationship”, 
with both parties constructing and engaging virtual models of the other. It is significant too, that, 
aside from sales-figure market analysis and editor and selected-audience feedback, the testing of 
models is limited in traditional media. Partly this is to do with the argument that the models have 
value independent of their accuracy, when the ultimately freedom to form impressions of a work 
and to shift or expand them many times in re-experiencing or ‘re-reading’ the same artifact in 
inherently valuable. The audience applauds an author’s artifice and applauds how well they believe 
themselves to have been modeled as readers. So the virtual relationship is effected. 
Ultimately, we hope to be rewarded for any acquiescence as readers, either in gaining pleasure or in 
a sense of fulfillment or expansion of our world-view. In all, this is a very active engagement 
involving a triangular relationship: the audience-artifact, author-artifact and author-audience. The 
dynamic exists between these and the questions that arise, for which author and audience supply 
answers based on their assumed models of each other, and mediated also by conventional practices 
specific to time and place,—an historical dimension whereby readers respond self-consciously to 
novel forms of expression. 
As a result of the Internet, however, a significant adjustment in this reader-response model has 
occurred. (On Reader Response Theory, see Davis & Womack, 2002.) The Internet allows the 
publisher to have a much more active role in talking directly to the consumer. Now video-trailers 
and interactive game-demos can have a much stronger impact with on-line buying audiences, both 
directly and indirectly through fan sites or influential review sites. The Internet also allows game-
players to compete online, and game-authorship now has a dimension of managing those 
competitive relationships either directly or indirectly. It also means game-design has to take account 
of the ability of individual players to share knowledge and experience, potentially diluting a game’s 
mystery or challenge and putting into question the concept of “cheating”. Authors now design with 
these new player capabilities in mind.  In other words, the Internet complicates the traditional 
reader-response triangular model by introducing two extra sets of relationships that significantly 
influence how players “read” games: reader-marketer and reader-reader.  
How well all these relationships are managed affects how enjoyable or frustrating a game is. To that 
enjoyment and to the responsibility of managing those relationships the notions of Pleasure and 
Responsibility in this paper’s title refer. 

Authorial presence in interactive media and virtual environments 
Computers may not be human but they are the result of human design; the sensation of authorial 
presence in digital games is real and understandable as a psychological reader-response, influenced 
by the impulse to read or anticipate the author’s intentions. In the traditional film medium, 3D-
modeling and animatronic techniques have broadened the expressive possibilities for authors and 
acting. At best, this leaves the author-reader relationship unaffected; at worst, this can damage that 
relationship by providing poorer-quality experiences,—feature films shot with wholly virtual sets 
and actors are not yet on a par with features mixing human actors, real-world locations and 
computer-graphic effects. (See Quint, 2006.) But when you add an interactive dimension in VR 
gaming, things change and the author-reader relationship must be renegotiated with every game.  
In VR games, the user’s understanding of the designed environment develops through interaction 
and, arguably, it is through this identification that a pseudo-relationship is established between the 
user and an ideated author (the environmental architect). Initially, this involves building trust and 
the confidence to safely experiment, before users can commit to suspending disbelief. Any number 
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of factors can disrupt this, including system errors or evidence of poor design, as well as users 
actively challenging the environment by anarchically seeking to disrupt it or checking the 
consequences of random behaviour. In this, they are testing not so much the program as its authors. 
If the result of this contest is an appreciation of the authors' continual felt presence (leading, 
supporting and challenging the user), then the user can close a bargain and start to play their role in 
the artifice. Such considerations may be at the heart of understanding when we recognize, and are 
attracted to, particular authors’ styles. If valid, they point to the characterization of the environment 
itself, outside of agent characterization, as significantly influencing user engagement. Environments 
are more than background now; they are potentially alive. (See Garside, 2006.) 

Style 
The concept of "style" is relevant to our sense of authorial presence but difficult to pin down in 
concrete or descriptive terms. There are three distinguishable senses in which we might use the 
term: (1) style that characterizes the medium as a whole, (2) the style that characterizes an author's 
delivery of game content, and (3) the player's game-play style. How all three have been 
accommodated affects our senses of pleasure and frustration. 

Style features characteristic of the medium 
Those features that distinguish virtual-reality computer games from non-virtual-reality types of 
games arise from current technical possibilities and restraints. For example, it is a discernible style 
feature of current VR games that all objects are represented by virtual triangular wire-mesh grids, 
onto which are applied texture graphics and shaders to create a satisfying illusion of objects 
residing, moving and interacting in a three-dimensional lit space, represented with audio-visual and 
some vibrational ("rumble") feedback from monitors, speakers and the controller. 
It is not strictly true to claim that, with regard to modern VR interactive technology, we are limited 
only by our imaginations. Technical possibilities are limited by the design and processing power of 
our current computers, operating systems and gaming consoles, as well as by the capabilities and 
limitations of our production and design software tools. Significantly in the last year, we have seen 
developers bringing out titles that convincingly draw attention to next-generation games' enhanced 
visual capabilities regarding the numbers of triangles and textures within models and environments 
that can be handled in real-time interaction. Interestingly, this also impacts on the dramatic 
possibilities of having more convincing character animation achievable via motion-capture. 
Computer-character emotional expressiveness dates from 1985 (Townend, 1999), but not until 
recently has it been possible to have emotional feedback in computer-generated characters in real-
time gameplay. 

Style features characteristic of the author  
These are often called the "trademark" aspects of a game: the features and approaches characteristic 
of the individual talents of its authors (or design house), but because, of course, such features are 
not protectable as trademarks are in law, we do find successful ones being borrowed by others. In 
some respects, an author's style here resides in aesthetic choices made in applying the design tools, 
within parameters envisaged by the design-tool designers. (For example, the distinctive visual style 
of Uncharted arises partly from using painted, rather than photographed, textures.) Additionally, 
author styles may be characterized by how creatively manner technical limitations of the design 
tools and delivery platforms have been addressed (resulting in better load times or fluidity of 
motion). An author's style, then, encompasses the sense of style characteristic of the medium but, 
the manner in which is expressed distinguishes one author's approach from another. We will see in a 
moment that the author's style may also take into account the third sense of style: play-style. 

Style features characteristic of the player.  
It is an interesting characteristic of games, that players’ own styles of interaction have such 
significance. The concept of player-style is distinguished from expertise, because expertise may 
mean the achievement of mastery in a particular style of play, without necessitating expertise in a 
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variety of styles. It is a characteristic of VR games today that, having mastered the game-control 
mechanics, there is a generally a lot of freedom available to players in choosing a game-play style. 
The scope for such freedom is determined by the author, of course. Such freedom makes game 
testing and debugging all the harder, leading potentially to player frustration with games that have 
not been thoroughly tested to get them precipitously to market. In some games, accommodating 
different play-styles influences the game architecture itself. So by choosing to play the game at a 
particular level of difficulty (novice, medium, or expert), say, some styles of play may be favored 
over others.  
 

  
Illustration 2. Assassin’s Creed [A]  Illustration 3. Heavenly Sword [H] 

  
Illustration 4. Elder Scrolls IV: Oblivion [E] Illustration 5. Uncharted: Drake’s Fortune [U] 

  
Illustration 6. Call of Duty IV [C]  Illustration 7. Resistance: Fall of Man [R] 

 
In shooter games [C+R], blasting wildly may prove successful at a novice level but not at an expert 
level, where intelligent tactics and strategies are rewarded. This itself is a good learning device. 
Secondly, some current games have alternative play modes requiring specific game-play styles 
precisely as a reward for completion at a basic level and to encourage the game to be replayed in the 
new mode (for example, an "arcade mode" of playing against the clock [C]). In itself, this is a 
selling feature that can add to the player's pleasure. Heavenly Sword explicitly rewards "stylish" 
play at the end of each game chapter. The lack of meaningful feedback or guidance on what 
constitutes "stylish" play is frustrating, but it does point in a nice direction for future games. 

Pleasure and novelty 
It used to be the case that marketing materials often misrepresented the gaming experience by 
portraying higher quality still and animated graphics than the game provided. Now mass 
distribution channels lag behind personal-computer and gaming-console resolution and frame-rate 
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capabilities. High-definition games looks better on a console than when represented on a lower-
resolution TV, VHS or DVD. It used to be the case, also, that cut-scenes in games (the typically 
non-interactive narrative sequences between play episodes driving game storylines) looked and 
played at higher frame-rate and visual quality than the interactive-play experience. That now has 
changed in games with better playback hardware, and we see smoother integration in these forms 
(more natural transition between them, similar quality of playback within them, and some 
interactive involvement within the cut-scenes). Similarly, we see sophisticated directorial influence 
on game-play action, notably as regards automated camera movements inter-threading player 
actions in third-person adventure games [A+U]. 
The VR game-form is novel and commercial successful, attracting some of the finest talents in 
programming, modeling, special effects, visualization, cinematography, art direction, acting, sound, 
music, and lighting who, in all those fields, have to operate within new, challenging parameters and 
often in extra dimensions to traditional ones.  These are very interesting times for VR gaming 
design because we see many products appearing with innovative features but many weaknesses, and 
yet such is the nature of those innovations that they genuinely thrill player-audiences in ways that 
other media cannot any longer (where they once could). Thus, we as players are genuinely excited 
to focus on game physics and fluidity of character motion in one product [A+R], the poetry of 
camera movements in another [H+U], the excellent motion-capture acting [A+H+U], astonishingly 
convincing skin tones [H], breathtaking panoramic vistas [A+E+H+R], enhanced artificial 
intelligence of computer characters [A+R], fantastic sound track [H+U], new levels of dramatic 
storytelling [E+H+U], seamless buffering of scene transition and action replay [U], sand-box 
freedom to drop and pick-up alternative storylines in the same or different locations [E].  
Today’s VR games deservedly attract such hyperbola because they do fascinate and thrill, but in 
ways that suggest such games are about to break out of the fun-fair and into a higher art, but have 
not quite achieved it due to evident imperfections. In general, what one game does well, another 
does not. One may feel optimistic, however, to see the technical problems overcome and to believe 
that, in time, advances will diminish the need for performance tradeoffs, when we can also imagine 
cheaper, more powerful design tools allowing game prices to fall but quality to rise.  So we may 
think of VR games today as thrilling in the same way that early cinema audiences were excited and 
amazed first to see moving images and then to hear sound. Film audiences today demand more than 
purely effects-driven works, but our relationships as players with VR games authors is to patiently 
admire them as pioneers, and to succumb to their magic by choosing to ignore more obvious 
sleights of hand. 
Many games discs contain video-clips describing the game-making process, with access to clips 
incorporated sometimes as a reward for game successes [H+U]. In effect, these clips celebrate 
game-authoring as heroic,—the game-making process itself likened to a adventure. We may be 
some distance away from offering game-building tools to enable gamers to construct their own 
gaming environments and rule-based systems but, in the meantime, blurring of player-author roles 
may be witnessed in the limited random action of game-play, in freedom in some games to 
randomly switch between parallel storylines [O] and in the marrying of player-controlled navigation 
and orchestrated camera blends [A]. Such effects create a sensation of traveling with the author, and 
not just responding to author prompts. In the case of author prompting and, to some degree, in 
allowing players to endlessly repeat episodes until mastered or by luck transcended [H], game-
players often feel like actors engaging with a director for as many retakes as are required to get a 
film-shot or like game-puppets learning how to participate in the author’s design. Multiplayer 
online gaming complicates this by introducing more play possibilities and anachronisms than may 
have been anticipated by the original authoring team, requiring publishers to support and police 
online play. Ideally, of course, support should be built into the game architecture and rule-system.  

Responsibility 
Factors other than unanticipated consequences may also disrupt pleasurable game experiences. 
Computer gaming is unquestionably popular, with hundreds of millions buying games annually and 
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tens of millions playing online. (See Hewitt 2005, MMOGChart 2007). Not every game, of course, 
delivers value for money but most do, and game-players generally represent a very techno-savvy 
consumer group, accustomed to using the Internet for product review and competitive pricing.  
However, there are many frustrating aspects of VR gaming that damage the structured experiences 
here described as player-ideated-author relationships, that are compounded by inabilities to either 
articulate the problem or know to whom to address a problem. This arises not because of any 
conspiracy but because of the uncertainties and risks involved in cutting-edge gaming innovation. 
For example, in the case of unsatisfactory platform game performance, the situation is very 
confused regarding whether particular problems are to do with hardware, operating system, game 
software, Internet connection, communication bottlenecks, user behaviour, or any unforeseen or 
untested combination of these. The user’s consumer rights may be protected regarding fitness of 
product but, without the ability to identify the problem source, it is usually more time and cost 
effective to bin the software and play something else. 
Also, because of the way that VR games are promoted so far in advance of release to recover 
investment in the first month or so of end-of-year festive sales, as long as a game is well marketed 
and has an innovative hook, publishers can get away with not delivering in accordance with the pre-
sales hype. The reason they can do so may be because users enjoy and engage with the hype, so far 
as to themselves recommend highly anticipated products to others within the same fan culture 
without first-hand experience in advance of release. After all, pleasures of playing may last for a 
week but pleasures of anticipating publication can last a year. In these regards, the pre-launch 
review and marketing culture is itself so much tied into influencing sales and mollifying later 
disappointments that this dimension may also be included within the authoring process and 
ultimately in game-play experience, so that these external factors may be considered significant also 
to the authoring and reading processes. They certainly influence them. The same could be said 
about any product, of course, but because the potential world-wide sales of these products in 
particular are so significant, advance marketing and buyer behaviours are phenomena worthy of 
greater study, and not just for their influence on reader-player response. (See Dovey 2006:13,14.) 

Future directions 

Reader-player engagement in an active (albeit pseudo) relationship with an ideated author in the 
quest for meaning and structured investigation is only one aspect of reader-player experience in VR 
games but, in that highly complex and novel context, it is a tremendously significant one, that 
greatly influences sense of pleasure and product worth. As authors move forward in the field, 
extending possibilities for expressiveness, we will see the medium cross over into a higher realm of 
art with the ability to move reader-players emotionally and extensively, beyond feelings of wonder 
at the best of what can be achieved at today’s frontier. The new dramatic and expressive emotional 
potential of the medium (in particular, the expressive qualities of computer characterization), while 
immediately exemplified in how authors are using it, ultimately will be available to the player 
themselves, to further extend their capabilities for self-expression in the computer environment 
through avatars, thereby further blurring the distinction between author and player-as-architect-of-
his-own-experiences. To reach that point, however, means building up human-actor facial- and 
body-gestural motion-capture databanks. Much research is needed in that area before we can have 
truly interesting and expressive animatronics open to real-time player and computer control and 
interpretation. Similarly, much research is required for natural-sounding synthetic speech to be 
available to AI game-characters. Experiences gained within the VR games medium naturally feeds 
into more traditional forms, while extending possibilities for audiences to interact with theatrical 
performances. 
Game authors may in time hope to deliver similar levels of narrative complexity that popular 
television and film audiences are accustomed to today. Such audiences expect levels of challenge 
and stimulation that reward rereading or review of works. Johnson (2005: 156-166) describes this as 
favouring Most Repeatable over Least Objectionable TV-programming models (something 
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facilitated by VCR, DVD and online-VOD technological advance and wider market opportunities 
for affordable consumption). Some VR games today [E] do attempt to deliver this, regarding not 
just the extra challenge of harder levels but with parallel storylines and complex content that 
rewards revisit and review. The significant difference, however, is the product-sales model: repeat 
licencing fees for additional or alternative distribution channels are the incentive for adding value to 
today's film and TV media but the same cannot be said for VR games. Repeat play does not of itself 
create extra revenue in the games world, so why make games more complex than an initial sale 
requires? The answer is, I think, professional pride and a pioneering spirit seeking to push limits. 
More than likely and sadly, I think, the situation will change and we will see more games 
developing complexities that tie you in to monthly online subscriptions or that do not have narrative 
closure, but in a cliff-hanger way oblige you to wait and buy the next game episode. Currently, we 
have franchises in popular entertainment VR games composed of self-contained adventure 
narratives; it is possible that, if the spectacle and thrills are sufficient, serial games are around the 
corner, if the market will tolerate them.   
Because of the highly specialist nature of many technological and scientific problems to be 
overcome in AI, language and speech in VR gaming, there is plenty of scope for innovation and the 
widening of gaming experience. But in particular, in the nearer future, we may hope to see more 
research into and repurposing of asset data, opening up modeling assets and motion-capture data for 
wider research and use, although AI and language-related aspects may require the labour some 
labelling of model parts and parent-child object hierarchies in existing assets. Note that any market 
generated around the resale of electronic assets within these worlds could involve software 
licensing complications affecting first-sale rights. Copyright exists as an incentive of authorship and 
innovation but how enforceable is it in this potential market? Can we balance the right to freely 
promote ideas in democratic societies with individuals' creative rights, when the tools of production 
become easily acquired and easy-to-use?  
Some of the problems in VR gaming described here as disrupting reader-player-author relationships 
have more to do with products operating at the design limits of the technology than with their VR 
content per se. Specific to VR gaming, though, are the new types of reader relationships that are 
established with designed environments, with AI game-characters, with other player-readers (during 
play via their avatars and out of play variously), and under the influence of new marketing and 
product review channels. VR games, by extending possibilities for expressiveness, also extend how 
we appreciate an author's style regarding how well the technical possibilities and limitations of the 
medium have been handled, how satisfyingly content has been delivered, and how various play-
styles have been accommodated and managed. In terms of future possibilities, because of the levels 
of authoring expertise required in this evolving medium, it is likely that some pioneering products 
may continue to deliver extremely information-rich experiences but that new types will emerge to 
continuously generate revenue streams after first sale, either through online subscription or with the 
serialization of storylines and story-worlds. No doubt, also, the relationship between author and 
player-reader will continue to be blurred and extended, as cheaper tools are developed to empower 
users in content and scenario creation, and to enable lower-cost product development. 
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